1 C orrelation C AI WC A 1 RSC U 1 β 1 FIG. S1: Pearson correlations between either β1 from the 4-trend model found by SCUMBLE, the first axis from WCA or CA/RSCU, or the gene's CAI, and various measurements of gene expression levels, for named genes in S. cerevisiae. The first seven measurements are of protein levels, while the last four are of mRNA concentrations. The first seven measurements are of protein levels, while the last four are of mRNA concentrations. (d)] are plotted against the correlations for SCUMBLE for all the prokaryote genomes studied. The codon weights from WCA and CA/RSCU were normalized the same way as SCUMBLE's preference functions before taking correlations. Note that while SCUMBLE yields clearly higher correlation for most prokaryotes, the correlations for WCA and CA/RSCU do tend to be close to one for genomes for which SCUMBLE yields very high correlations, indicating that the ideal preference functions are ideal (or almost ideal) also for WCA and CA/RSCU.
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